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OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENTS!

Robert Gordon University MSc Oil and Gas Engineering student Lalit Bhamare is SPE 
Aberdeen’s first Energy Apprentice, having won an inspirational industry challenge 
organised by volunteers from the Section’s Young Professionals and Another 
Perspective (gender diversity) Committees. 
More than 50 students representing Aberdeen, 
Robert Gordon, Heriot-Watt, Dundee and 
Edinburgh Universities competed for the title 
during the lively afternoon event in October, 
kindly sponsored by Maersk Oil and Schlumberger.

Hosted in the atmospheric surroundings of the 
University of Aberdeen’s historic Elphinstone Hall, 
the Energy Apprentice challenged participants 
to stand out among their peers by impressing 
three industry panellists, from ConocoPhilips, 
ITF Energy and Schlumberger, in a series of 
five rounds. The first four stages included a 
quick-fire quiz, an energy investment challenge, 
speed-dating style interviews and a ‘ring of fire’ 
buzzer round. The closely-contested grand finale 
decided which of the three finalists would be 
named this year’s Energy Apprentice and win 
£300 towards their studies. 

Winner Lalit says: “I am delighted to be named 
as SPE’s first Energy Apprentice, particularly as the 
competition in the past couple of rounds was hard 
and everyone performed extremely well. I’ve gained 
valuable experience from taking part in the event, as 
well as advice on how to market myself in the jobs 
arena. The networking opportunities and hearing 
first hand from oil and gas companies on how to 
enter the industry are rare, and all the students who 
took part thoroughly appreciated this. I would like to 
give a particular thanks to the students in my team 
throughout the rounds, and to SPE Aberdeen for 
organising such a great event.” 

Wyndham Williams, who is studying Mechanical 
Engineering, and Gulbikesh Valeyeva, a 
Petroleum Engineering student, both of the 
University of Aberdeen, took second and third 
places respectively. (See page 6)

LALIT IS ABERDEEN’S FIRST ENERGY APPRENTICE!

Lalit (centre) with (l to r) panellists Anthony 
Onukwu (ITF), Adrian Newton (Schlumberger) 
and Daniel Diaz (ConocoPhillips)
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60 Seconds 
with a Young 
Professional… 

Maxim Kotenev
Reservoir Geoscientist, Fugro 
Robertson, Oxfordshire, UK

Where were you educated? Your qualifications?
BSc in Petroleum Engineering, BSc in Petroleum Economics and Management (Ufa State 
Petroleum Technological University, Russia); MSc in Petroleum Geosicence (University of 
Manchester); PhD in Petroleum Engineering (Academy of Sciences, Moscow).

Why did you join the industry?
I’ve always wanted a career in the petroleum industry, in Upstream oil and gas in 
particular. I am a third-generation Petroleum Engineer and my whole life has been 
associated with oil and gas. What we do brings electricity and heat to people’s homes. 
This industry is undoubtedly full of challenge and reward.

What do you like most about your job?
I enjoy working on a variety of projects from all parts of the world, with real exposure to 
regional, geological, geophysical, engineering and economic data.

What has been the best moment of your career so far?
The ability to integrate different types of data in my current role in a vibrant environment, 
with very good working communication. Furthermore, the ability to contribute to every 
aspect of the solution, is crucial for me. It is vitally important to have a broader outlook in 
order to look at the problem from different angles.

What kind of future do you think the industry faces?
A very bright one! The importance of energy in our everyday lives will grow for all 
societies. Our goal is to develop new technologies and sources to make the energy 
production efficient, safe, environmentally-friendly and secure. Oil and gas YPs are 
important in providing the supply for the ever-growing energy demand. The trend to 
move to new frontier areas genuinely excites me. This direction will involve a close, 
higher-level cooperation between all stakeholders included in the process.

How do you like to spend your leisure time?
I love outdoor activities and regularly practise a variety of team and individual sports, 
including football, tennis and swimming. Educational and table games are also important 
features in my leisure time. Basically I don’t like to sit in the same place for too long!

What makes you angry?
Dishonesty and when people want to look different from the way they really are.

What makes you happy?
People around me make me happy. Also, solving puzzles and tasks that seemed very 
tough and demanding at the start. Discoveries also satisfy me – knowing something new 
and unique is hidden from me drives me to put extra effort into achieving the goal.

Who inspires you? Why?
Yuri Gagarin, the first human to journey into outer space. His step into the unknown 
opened a new insight for humanity. We should all try to explore and pioneer in our lives.

What value does the SPE offer you and how/why do you contribute?
SPE helps to enhance my career through a selection of diverse programmes. Networking 
opportunities, technical events and being a part of a large professional organisation 
which is an authority in this sector, are of true value to me. I am Vice-Chair of the SPE YP 
London Committee.  

What is your dream job?
My ideal job is the one that requires application of all my skills, working on ambitious, 
interesting projects. It should involve research and development as well, with 
opportunities to work with academia and fresh talent. Improved oil recovery is of 
particular significance for me and, essentially, everything that comprises the word 
‘improved’. Ultimately, my dream job accommodates my technical and management 
competencies for first-class question resolution.



London
Pete Naylor, of BG Group, will open the SPE London evening meeting on 
27 November at the Geological Society, Piccadilly, with ‘VOI: Value Of 
Information (or Very Opaque Inferences?)’.

“Is VOI an acronym used by many, but understood by few?” asks Pete. “Hopefully, by the 
end of this talk you will expand the ranks of the ‘few’. The when, why and how of VOI 
will be explained. If you need to decide whether it is worth investing time and money in 
acquiring additional data, this talk will be of interest to you.” 

Pete, Principal Consultant, Decision Risk Analysis, works in the BG Group 
Developments Team which is responsible for all field appraisal and development 
work and Petroleum Engineering Functional Activities across BG Group. He has 
over 25 years’ experience in delivering consultancy, service and research projects 
to the Upstream oil and gas industry. An expert in Decision Risk Analysis, he helps 
managers to make complex decisions, taking full account of both uncertainty 
and diverse stakeholder objectives. He also has an extensive track record in 
Project Risk Management and in helping managers to achieve their objectives 
on time and within budget. Previously, Pete was the manager of a special core 
analysis laboratory, which specialised in reservoir condition in-situ saturation 
measurements.

Following the networking buffet, Franck Monmont, Principal Research 
Scientist at Schlumberger Gould Research Centre (SGRC), will present ‘In-
situ combustion: a workflow from lab experiment to detailed numerical 
simulation’. 

In-situ combustion is one of the most economically-attractive processes currently 
in use to recover heavy oil – but it is also one of the most physically complex 
techniques and, until now, has not been widely implemented due to a mixed case 
history of successful field development and perceived operational risks. One of the 
main reasons for this lack of success is that the fundamental reaction mechanisms 
cannot be completely elucidated with today’s analytical tools. Also, the empirical 
reaction models developed so far have failed to capture the governing reactions 
and measure their apparent rates appropriately. A further issue has been the 
difficulty in evaluating the applicability of in-situ combustion from the available 
experimental data, especially when combined with existing reservoir modelling 
tools. The work presented in this talk has been developed to solve these issues.

Frank, who began his career at Schlumberger in 2000, has been involved in 
research projects in both experimental and theoretical multiphase flow. His area of 
expertise covers multiphase flow meters, acoustic telemetry, downhole pumps, 

thermal multiphase flow in porous media, heavy oil phase behaviour and in-situ 
combustion.     

At SGRC, fundamental and applied research projects are carried out to develop 
new technologies for application in the oilfield. The Fluid Mechanics department 
studies multiphase fluid mechanics phenomena from pore to process. 

Before dinner: 5-6.30pm
Dinner: 6.30-7.30pm
After dinner: 7.30-9pm
Booking: www.katemcmillan.co.uk; tel: 07736 070066; katespe@aol.com
Cost: £34 for SPE/PESGB/EI members, £44 non-members, £19 unemployed
members, £5 students booking by Friday 23 November (£19 after).

Aberdeen
At the SPE Aberdeen evening meeting at the Douglas Hotel, on 28 November, 
Jean-Claude Choux, of TOTAL, will discuss the ‘Elgin G4 gas leak’. 

A gas leak from a plugged production well, the G4, occurred on the Elgin wellhead 
platform on 25 March 2012. All personnel were safely evacuated by helicopters 
to shore. The presentation highlights the steps taken to stop the gas leak safely 
and contain the environmental impact by using the top kill method, while also 
spudding a relief well as a contingency measure in the event of an unsuccessful 
killing operation. The way forward and the actions taken to secure the well are also 
touched on.

Jean-Claude is Technical Services Director in charge of Well Construction and 
Maintenance, Logistics and Marine, and Contracts and Procurement, TOTAL E&P 
UK subsidiary. Prior to his current post, he served as Head of Well Construction 
Division, in Balikpapan, Indonesia, from 2007 to 2010. During his 30 years with 
TOTAL, he has held various positions in Drilling and Completion, Research and 
Development, Logistics, Pre-project and Management in numerous countries 
around the world.

Edinburgh
On 13 November, Ian Bell, of Adept Knowledge Management, will discuss 
‘Project Management’, at Heriot-Watt University, Riccarton, Edinburgh.

Bookings for Aberdeen and Edinburgh meetings: www.rodgerandco.com; 
tel: 01224 495051; spe@rodgerandco.com. 
Further information at: www.spe-uk.org.
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LONDON ABERDEEN EDINBURGH
TECHNICAL 
MEETINGS

Freshers’ Week success 
for University Of Leeds SPE 
Student Chapter 
By Chapter Publicity and Marketing Officer, Abu Hafiz

Our Chapter played an active role in this year Freshers’ Week, 
organised by the University of Leeds Student Union during 
17-21 September, at the University’s main campus.

Our aim was to achieve publicity and to sign up new members (both new 
and current students) and so we set up stalls at various locations on different 
dates around the campus so that students could visit and interact with the 
Committee members. SPE International magazines, journals, leaflets and the 
Chapter’s own flyers were among the materials distributed to our visitors, and 
we welcomed questions on the Chapter and SPE as a whole. 

It was a successful week! We started the academic year with only 12 members 
(including committee members) and by the end of Freshers’ Week, the 
Chapter had 63 new members signed up. Needless to say, we will be making 
this an annual event. 

University of Leeds SPE Student Chapter Committee:
President – Saddam Al-Sadi
Secretary – Muftah Emhemed 
Treasurer – Abdirahman Adam
Social Secretary – Hafiz Karim 
Sports Secretary – Ragheb Ebrahim 
Publicity and Marketing Officer – Abu Hafiz



SEPTEMBER TECHNICAL MEETINGS
SPE London’s September meeting featured engaging presentations from Mark 
Sobol, of ERM, and SPE Distinguished Lecturer Michael Choi, of ConocoPhillips. 
David Ruddock (ERM) and Mark Wilson (Macquarie Securities) summarise the 
topics discussed. 
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‘LNG Basics for Petroleum Engineers’, Michael Choi, SPE DL and Process Engineering 
Fellow, ConocoPhillips

Michael’s presentation provided a valuable insight 
into the processes and market context of a Liquefied 
Natural Gas (LNG) facility:

What is it? In simple terms, an LNG plant (all currently 
located onshore) receives gas via pipelines from a gas 
field development. At the plant, gas is pre-treated 
before entering the liquefaction area to be cooled 

and then it is stored in large tanks before transfer to LNG carriers for 
shipment to customers overseas.  

Impurity pre-treatment. The aim is to keep the gas as ‘clean’ as 
possible to prevent corrosion and to meet sale specification (H₂S), to 
prevent issues if the facility is shut-down (mercury ‘amalgamation’ with 
the alloys in the facility pipes), and issues with the LNG process itself 
(heavy hydrocarbons/CO₂ /water freezing). CO₂ is removed to < 50ppm, 
H₂S removed to < 4ppm, moisture removed to <100ppb, and mercury 
removed to below trace levels.

Commercial pre-treatment – removal of ‘heavier hydrocarbon 
components’. The ‘stripping–out’ treatment here is done to a) produce 
a stable Gas Calorific Value (GCV) which will then be liquefied and sold 
to the end buyer at an agreed Btu/scf, and b) provide additional revenue 
streams to the LNG plant owner from the heavier and usually more 
valuable hydrocarbons that can be collected and sold independently of 
the LNG – propane, butanes, condensate. 

Benefits of pre-treatment – LNG facility life, stable gas GCV and 
increased value of the project. The pre-treatment/stripping-out 
processes are the principle reason that LNG facilities can last so long 
(“infinite life if the rules are followed”). The gas to be liquefied following 
these two processes is so clean and dry – effectively just Methane (CH₄) 
– that corrosion within the liquefaction part of the facility is virtually 
zero.  Also, many LNG operators around the world make more money 
from selling the stripped-out heavier hydrocarbon components than 
the gas itself. Hence ‘rich gas’ developments/discoveries can be more 
commercially attractive than dry gas ones (despite up-front facility costs 
usually being higher).

Gas Calorific Value (GCV) – the energy contained in the final 

liquefied gas output. Buyers have their own demands for the level (and 
consistency) of this property, the most usual being 1070 Btu/scf (US and 
UK gas networks and households demand consistent heating value in 
the gas supply to maintain proper air/fuel ratio in the burner).

Liquefaction process – all about the temperature. The process of 
heat removal to liquefy the gas has a simple goal: to achieve the required 
liquid state at the highest temperature possible. The gas has to be cooled 
to approx -160°C, and if the process by which you do it requires less heat 
removal, you have a more cost-effective process. Mr Choi suggested that 
this was a possible positive economic factor for a Floating LNG (FLNG) 
plant, the theory being that a very large floating vessel with a deep draft 
has access to limitless cold sea water for the cooling process.

The three main liquefaction processes are:

•	 Cascade system: effectively a ‘stepping-down’ of gas temperature via  
 heat removal. 

•	 C3 pre-cooled ‘mixed refrigerant process’ system: licensed by APCI   
 (Air Products and Chemicals Inc). Around 65% of current worldwide  
 LNG capacity use this process. 

•	 APCI AP-X process system. There are only six trains of these type, all  
 in Qatar.

Loading arms/storage – a seller’s market for construction? – While 
the heart of an LNG plant is the liquefaction plant, as important to 
economics are the LNG loading facilities/arms (to the tankers) and there 
are only a few manufacturers of these technologies. The question was 
asked as to why we don’t see more competition in build cost for the main 
components of an LNG plant. Mr Choi suggested this was down to risk. If 
a plant that can last up to 50 years is being built, there is no cost benefit 
to savings versus the risk of getting it wrong in the capital cost phase – 
you want the technology that has worked before and you will go to the 
manufacturer who can deliver it. 

The evening meeting was kindly sponsored by ERM, a leading 
global provider of integrated environmental, health and safety and 
social consultancy services.

‘Why Sustainable Operational Excellence Matters’, Mark Sobol, Senior Partner, ERM
Mark began with a short series of observations on organisational and 
project complexity, which in his view has increased both with time and 
scale, and contended that this is leading to heightened exposure to risk 
and simultaneously a greater inability to see the potential for a major 
incident. 

The accelerating pace of change is also a factor in controlling risk: as 
operations are locked down with procedures, the rest of the world 
continues to change and effectively ‘spin away’ from systems designed 
to operate under a set of defined conditions. Mark went on to describe 
the ‘pasta effect’: rules and procedures are inclined to evolve, become 
modified, generate new processes, and become inextricably woven into 
other procedures and ultimately unfit for purpose.

The audience, comprising experienced petroleum engineers, investment 
bankers, academics and oil industry subject matter specialists, was not 
reticent in responding to these observations and a vibrant discussion 
followed. Some members of the audience were confident that 
professional engineers are adept at managing risks down to acceptable 
levels; others expressed their awareness of operating in increasingly 
extreme environments. 

Comparisons were made with the nuclear industry, which tolerates 
exceptionally lengthy performance evaluation to ensure the highest 
possible level of confidence. Others pointed out that, even with the high 
levels of tolerance built into current design and engineering practice, 
things still go wrong regularly, such as the recent loss of buoyancy on a 
rig deploying to the Barents Sea, the gas leak on the Elgin platform and, 
of course, the Macondo well. An experienced drilling engineer concurred 
that he had observed this escalating complexity and potential for 
exposure of people and the environment to greater degrees of risk.

It was, overall, a thought-provoking event. The subject-matter and 
interactive format favoured by Mark provided an opportunity to pause 
and reflect upon both the degree to which we have come to believe 
that human ingenuity is always capable of protecting ourselves and the 
environment. The technical challenges we strive to overcome can often 
result in operations so intricate and dense that it becomes impossible to 
discern the improbable.

LONDON
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Real-time and 24 / 7
 

GR to Quad-Combo
Image Interpretation
Resistivity Modeling

Conventional
North Sea, Europe, Middle 
East, North & West Africa, 
Latin America, China, etc.

Unconventional
Eagle Ford, Granite Wash,

Woodbine, Permian, 
Haynesville, Barnett, Bakken 

& Three Forks, Niobrara, 
Woodford etc

+44 (0)20 3286 6250
+1 281 573 0500 

info@geosteering.com Real-time Log from USA
Eagle Ford Shale Geosteering Job

From Conventional to Unconventional

subsurface technical expertise
www.opc.co.uk

Oilfield Production Consultants (OPC) Ltd
LONDON Telephone: +44 (0)20 7428 1111 Email: london@opc.co.uk  
ABERDEEN Telephone: +44 (0)1224 329111 Email: aberdeen@opc.co.uk 
HOUSTON Telephone: +1 713 973 2151 Email: houston@opc-usa.net
QATAR Telephone: +974 4429 2381 Email: doha@opc.co.uk
ATYRAU Telephone: +7 7122 996090/89 Email: atyrau@opc.kz

YOUR SKILLS CHALLENGE 
IS OUR BUSINESS
Your Challenge - Our Solution

• Technical Support - we provide consultants

• Training - we provide specialist training

• No in house resources? - we have our in house resources

Our flexible working practices deliver efficient solutions

Download your Free Guide
Based on a technical poster presented at the 12th International 
Conference on Petroleum Phase Behaviour and Fouling, this 
guide investigates the use of real time in-process particle and 
droplet measurement tools to avoid processing problems. 

The case studies focus on:

• Desalting and oil-water separation

• Gas hydrates to improve fl ow assurance

• In situ asphaltene precipitation 

Download the free guide
u www.mt.com/uk-petrophase

Mettler-Toledo Ltd
Tel: 0116 234 5095  
Email: enquire.mtuk@mt.com

Optimise Separation, 
Improve Oil Recovery 
and Reduce Production Costs

FREE 
GUIDE

www.mt.com/
uk-petrophase

petrophase.indd   1 22/10/2012   16:11
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A large Aberdeen audience welcomed 
SPE Distinguished Lecturer Danielle 
Morel at the outset of her world tour, in 
September, responding with interest to 
her presentation, ‘Dalia/Camelia – first 
world deep offshore polymer flood 
implementation’.
Danielle, Enhanced Oil Recovery Expert at Total 
SA, began with a reminder of the ‘promise of 
chemical EOR’, explaining that polymer flooding, 
which provides enhancement to the areal and vertical sweep of injected 
water, is a mature technique onshore, with more than 170 pilots/projects 
implemented in the world and more than 200,000 bopd of polymer EOR 
oil produced in China. Projects are also emerging in Canada, dealing with 
heavy mobile oils. 

However, the offshore application of this technique is still very limited 
and the Dalia/Camelia polymer injection, which began in Angola in early 
2009, is the world’s first deep offshore implementation, beginning only 
three years after first oil.

In her field case study discussion, Danielle explained that single well 
injectivity in Q1 2009 had been successful in terms of rate, cumulative 
volumes, injectivity and operability and that by the end of July 2011, 
more than five million barrels had been injected during Phase 1 Camelia. 
4D seismic had been used to locate a sampler well, so that in-situ 
properties of the injected polymer could be verified early on. 

On Dalia – a very extensive deepwater development – due to early 
implementation and its feasibility and cost-effectiveness in the offshore 

conditions, polymer flooding should yield an average of 3-6% original oil 
in place incremental reserves.

The presentation highlighted four key components underpinning the 
achievement of the world first:

•	 The	EOR	opportunity	was	identified	very	early,	during	the	initial		 	
 development studies. 
•	 An	integrated	team,	incorporating	geosciences,	chemical	and		 	
 petroleum architecture expertise, was assembled at the earliest stages  
 of the studies, anticipating that surface and logistics issues were as   
 significant as subsurface issues. 
•	 Strong	R&D	support	was	provided	to	the	project,	with	very	efficient		
 cross-linking between the research and project teams.
•	 A	phased	approach	was	retained	to	progressively	de-risk	the	project.	

In her summary of lessons learned, Danielle stressed the importance both 
of having a strong, locally-trained operational deployment team and of 
making use of the vast experience gained from surface operations. She 
also explained that the use of onshore chemical EOR equipment offshore 
was not straightforward and she identified a number of potential 
reliability and operability issues to be aware of. 

Danielle concluded with the message that key learnings from the Phase 
1 development are now being implemented in the design of all Total’s 
EOR chemical projects and that, while Dalia/Camelia polymer flooding is 
still on a learning curve, it has opened the door to many other polymer 
projects offshore, as well as to the use of even more complex chemical 
processes, such as combinations of alkali, surfactant and polymer.

SPE Aberdeen wishes to thank 2012-13 Programme Sponsors, Shell 
and Archer.

SEPTEMBER TECHNICAL MEETINGS

The challenges and rewards of taking polymer 
flooding offshore 

Energy Apprentice – much more than an industry challenge
As well as being a challenging industry competition, The Energy Apprentice provided a unique careers and networking opportunity, as students 
heard presentations from and met with recruitment specialists from sponsor companies Schlumberger and Maersk Oil, as well as gaining 
valuable advice from SPE and other industry representatives. A magical element was provided by hosts Fifth Dimension, whose fabulous tricks 
and humour quickly broke the ice and helped the students to relax and work together well in teams. Here’s what some of the organisers and 
participants had to say about the experience.

“I was very impressed by the efforts of the volunteers, the quality of the 
students and the whole event in general. I felt proud to be a Petroleum 
Engineer and to see the future of my profession before my eyes, and happy 
to contribute my grain of sand and see some SPE pupils making their mark.” 
Daniel Diaz (ConocoPhillips), panel member and former Chair of SPE 
Aberdeen’s Student Development and Careers Guidance Committee   

“It is always a pleasure to meet students motivated by 
oil and gas careers. This has been a good platform from 
which to discuss our industry and expose its challenges 
and opportunities to a larger group.” Arnaud Louis, 
Schlumberger Recruitment University Liaison 
(Europe & Africa)

“The students demonstrated real passion, enthusiasm and engagement with 
the industry. SPE Aberdeen has done much in the past to give scholarships 
to University students; now we are taking another step in preparing them for 
industry. We would like to see more major players and smaller companies 
supporting this initiative, which is helping to develop a sustainable workforce 
for the future.” Anthony Onukwu, SPE Chairman and panel member 

“I particularly enjoyed the teamwork component and it was also good to hear 
some of the students talking confidently about operations, having spent time 

working for operators and service companies throughout their vacations and 
internships. This will stand them in good stead in the future.” Panel member 
Adrian Newton (Petrotechnical Engineering Manager (UK/Holland), 
Schlumberger Drilling Group

“It’s the first time I’ve attended an event like this – I really 
like it. It has been a great success and the students have 
been genuinely interested and engaged, both in the 
challenge and in what we have had to tell them about 
our graduate programme.” Katie Francis, HR Business 
Partner, Maersk Oil

“A very good opportunity for us to express our ideas and demonstrate our 
knowledge and leadership skills.” Khan Voonsri, RGU

“Very useful, productive and challenging.” Cinthia Mijares, University of 
Aberdeen

“Our goal was to give students exposure to situations they could expect 
themselves to be in during graduate assessment. The level of talent was 
hugely promising. I would like to thank our sponsors for seeing value and 
supporting this unique initiative. Overall, the event was a massive success and 
we will be back this time next year to find our Energy Apprentice 2!” 
Jai Chainani, SPE YP Aberdeen Chair

continued from front page

ABERDEEN
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REACH FURTHER.

www.jee.co.uk/careers

Subsea engineering 
career opportunities

Karina Mortensen, Senior Engineer

Advertise your job vacancies on this page. Phone +44 (0)1224 318088 or email spe.advertising@mmm-media.co.uk

RECRUITMENT

Petroleum/Reservoir Engineer
Central London

An exciting opportunity for a commercially-minded
Petroleum Engineer with a growing independent operator 

Faroe Petroleum is an AIM listed independent oil and gas business 
with operated and non-operated interests in the Atlantic Margin, the 
North Sea and Norway. The company holds around 50 licences and 
has interests in 10 producing oil & gas �elds. Growth has been 
through high impact exploration and investment in development 
and producing assets. Currently, the team is around 50 strong; oil 
and gas production stands at around 10,000 bopd, with reserves of 
around 23 million boe.

To support the current business and continued growth we are looking for 
a Petroleum/Reservoir Engineer to join our Central London team. You will 
be responsible for: 

•  Providing reservoir and petroleum engineering support for our UK 
portfolio of production and development business; 

•   Production and reserves forecasting and reporting; 

•  Supporting the evaluation of acquisition targets;

• Working with the management team on commercial and financial 
projects.

This is a career development opportunity and as such we would consider 
candidates who are looking to grow their knowledge in some of these 
areas. Suitable candidates should have a minimum of five years 
engineering experience, (preferably obtained with an Operator), 
supported by a good numerate degree and a post-graduate qualification 
in Petroleum/Reservoir Engineering. Operations experience and broad 
business exposure would be an advantage. 

A competitive remuneration package is o�ered, designed to attract the 
highest calibre candidates.

For more information about Faroe Petroleum please visit www.fp.fo

Applicants must be eligible to work in the UK.
CVs sent directly to Faroe Petroleum will not be considered.  

Applications must be made through our retained consultants Simpson Crowden LLP.  Please contact Liz Gardner on
+44 (0)7801 711372 or +44 (0)20 7016 9768 or send an email to gardner@simpsoncrowden.com quoting reference R254.
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Aberdeen

New officers elected to YP Aberdeen Committee
In early October, SPE Aberdeen’s Young Professionals elected new Committee Officers for the ongoing 2012-2013 
session, creating new Social Media and Social Events positions with the aim of further increasing the number of 
social and networking events over the coming months. The newly-elected officers assisted in the organisation of the highly-successful Energy 
Apprentice competition (see page 6) and will be present at the upcoming SPE Annual Bowling event. The YPs are committed to promoting 
and supporting young SPE members and students interested in joining SPE, and the Committee plans to build upon the successful technical, 
networking and student development events organised last session. Plans are under way for some exciting new presentations and seminars on 
the themes of subsea technology and Upstream petroleum exploration and production, due to be announced shortly.

SPE YP Aberdeen Committee
Jai Chainani (Chevron) – Chair
George Grangeon (Subsea 7) – Communications Officer
Nazli Demiroren Lochrie (Schlumberger) – Social Media Officer
Ritika Pawar (Intertek) – Social Media Officer
Nikhil Shindgikar (Schlumberger) – Secretary 
Razzak Al Gurnawi (Maersk Oil) – Social Events and Student 
Development Officer
Karan Bhatia (Schlumberger) – Social Events Officer

London

Introduction to management 
consulting in the oil and gas 
industry
By Kanayo Samuel Eka

SPE YP London Committee, in collaboration with Boston Consulting 
Group (BCG), hosted this exciting and insightful evening event for 
young members, on 11 October.  

BCG is a global management consulting firm and leading advisor 
on business strategy for companies and organisations operating 
in various industries, including energy, mining and process. 
The knowledge-sharing event was mainly aimed at final year 
undergraduate, Master’s degree or PhD students and young 
professionals just joining the industry.

Led by Eric Oudenot, a team of BCG consultants took attendees 
through the evening’s agenda, which included a presentation on what 
management consultants typically do in the oil and gas industry, a 
series of exercises taking attendees through real-life examples of work 
carried out for IOCs, NOCs and PE funds, and a discussion on the life of 
a consultant.

Typically, an organisation would request the services of a consulting 
firm to create a solution or improve a process critical to its operations 
or corporate strategy. Such solutions or processes are generally 
based on classic business themes, such as: strategy and portfolio 
management; operations and project management; procurement and 
supply chain; people and organisation, and many other themes as 
applied to front-line management. 

Attendees learned about BCG projects around the world, including 

projects in West Africa involving valuation of key Upstream and LNG 
assets, and BCG’s support of an international company in securing 
exploration licence. 

One of the most fascinating aspects of the evening was learning how 
consultants adapt their knowledge and skills to various business 
environments around the world, as policies, regulations and business 
frameworks vary from country to country. Equally as interesting was 
learning about the scientific method of hypothesis-driven thinking, 
which management consultants typically adopt in executing tasks 
efficiently. This involves developing, testing and refining a hypothesis 
to create or improve a strategy.

The exercise, taken from a real-life scenario, involved assisting an IOC 
in adjusting its Local-Content strategy in Angola, with focus both 
on the People side 
– how to employ 
more Angolans at all 
levels – and on the 
Contract and Supply 
Chain side – how 
to avoid importing 
all equipment and 
services. Attendees 
worked together in 
groups to develop 
the best means 
of sourcing vital 
information by identifying key stakeholders, planning and structuring 
interviews, and assessing results and method.

The evening was rounded off by BCG consultants shedding some light 
on global shale plays – one of BCG’s expert areas. This included the 
environmental, legal and economic issues in different regions. It was a 
relaxed session, with interaction over food and drinks.

Such was the event’s success that SPE YP London Committee plans to 
repeat it, possibly annually.

6.30pm Thursday 15th November
Codona’s, Sunset Boulevard/Beach Boulevard, Aberdeen AB24 5ED

Come and join fellow YPs for the traditional pre-Christmas night out at           
Codona’s. Even if you haven’t bowled before you can take part in this fun 

evening – no skill required, just the ability to join in and have a go!

Game of bowling and refreshments included.

Cost: SPE members £14.99/Students £9.99

Places limited – early booking essential – book online at: spe-uk.org
SPE Aberdeen event managers: Rodger and Co spe@rodgerandco.com 
tel 01224 495051. Organised by SPE Aberdeen Young Professionals

YP FOCUS

Daniel  Ciliberti (Chevron) – Student Development Officer
Sanjith Rajan (RGU) – Student Development Officer
Nurkenay Bulekbayeva (University of Aberdeen) – Student Development Officer
Aakanksha Sadekar (KCA Deutag) – Treasurer
Wonuola Scott (Rushmore Reviews) – Schools Careers Guidance (SCG) Officer
Oludare Elebiju (Suncor Energy) - SCG Officer
Ross Taylor (Balmoral Group) – DEVEX Officer
Patricia Fleitas (University of Aberdeen) – DEVEX Officer
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DREAM BIG
THIS IS YOUR ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY

You know a great opportunity when you see one, 
and you have the talent and foresight to take it.

With a career in Petroleum Engineering & Development at Saudi 
Aramco, a global leader in the energy industry, you’ll benefit from 
unrivalled exposure to the latest technologies and the support of a 
respected professional peer group. Your impressive background and 
critical thinking will help us exploit the world’s largest known oil 
reserves. So the opportunities to innovate are endless. We have the 
model for generations of sustainable energy. But it all begins with 
a huge investment in your expertise. The limits to what you achieve 
are up to you. Learn more about the amazing rewards, lifestyle 
and benefits that come with a career at Saudi Aramco.

www.aramco.jobs
uncommon opportunities

Advertise your job vacancies on this page. Phone +44 (0)1224 318088 or email spe.advertising@mmm-media.co.uk

RECRUITMENT
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Impressions of ATCE 2012

San Antonio, the third-fastest growing city in the US, was the dynamic venue for ATCE 2012, which attracted an 
international audience of more than 11,000 attendees – the highest in the conference’s 88-year history – as well as 
a record-breaking 470-plus exhibiting companies. Technical sessions, presented concurrently with the exhibition, 
focused on all phases of oil and gas exploration and production, with special events allowing E&P professionals to 
network with colleagues from around the world and celebrate key successes in the industry. Attendees and award-
winners from SPE London and Aberdeen share their impressions of the premier event.

“A main highlight for me was the Section Officers’ workshop, during 
which Officers shared their experience and brainstormed on possible 
improvement in their Sections. At our lunch with the SPE Board of 
Directors I received very positive comments from Behrooz Fattahi (2010 
SPE President) on the London Section’s Women in Energy Seminar and 
there was a clear interest to have similar events in other regions. The 
conference had a strong focus on unconventional resources, particularly 
shale gas, and among the special events was a reception for Imperial 
College London Alumni.” Carlos Chalbaud, recipient of the SPE 
Young Member Outstanding Service Award 

“The venue at the Henry B. 
Gonzalez conference centre, 
right on the famous ‘River 
Walk’ provided a good 
environment in which to relax 
and socialise during a busy 
schedule of events, technical 
and conference sessions. The 
President’s Lunch and AGM 
was a highlight, and while 
Anthony (SPE Aberdeen 2012-
13 Chair) was certainly missed, 
it was a privilege to applaud 

Masud (BP, 2011-12 Past Chair) on the podium receiving the Award for 
Section Excellence on behalf of the Aberdeen Section.” 
Chris Nussbaum, Archer  

“ATCE represents the coming together of the SPE family to celebrate 
the many international achievements. To win the Award for Section 
Excellence for the third year is a fantastic tribute to the dedication 
and hard work of the Aberdeen volunteers and reinforces the Section’s 
international reputation for its innovative programme, dynamic 
membership and active industry participation.”  John Donachie, 
Omega Completion Technology

“The University of 
Aberdeen SPE Student 
Chapter received 
the Outstanding 
Chapter Award for 
the European Region, 
as well as the Gold 
Standard Certificate, 
and at the Awards 
luncheon we had 
the tremendous 

opportunity to network with students from all over the world and 
share best practices with Student Chapter Officers. Another highlight 
for us was the Opening General Session, ‘Making Unconventionals 
Conventional’, where industry senior management offered their 
perspectives on unconventional resources and technological challenges 
associated with their exploitation. I attended all available sessions 
on hydraulic fracturing and am planning to use the knowledge 
and contacts for my final year thesis!” Nurkenay Bulekbayeva, 
University of Aberdeen

“It was one of the most 
educating and entertaining 
events for us, giving us 
the privilege of further 
understanding the operation 
of hardware used in the 
industry; networking with 
experts in the field, and 
listening to educational 
presentations. It fostered 
interaction between students 
from various universities and 
made us forecast the future 

of the oil and gas industry from which we could focus our research 
endeavours into solving some of the challenging issues. The Petrobowl 
and paper presentation contest also enabled us to learn and share 
knowledge about the industry.”  

Anthony William, a recipient of the STAR Fellowship Award and 
who also received the Gold Standard Award on behalf of the 
Robert Gordon University SPE Student Chapter. 

More honours for UK members
Other UK members honoured at ATCE 2012 were: Khafiz Muradov, 
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh (Medal) and David Davies, 
Heriot-Watt University (Certificate), who received the Cedric K. 
Ferguson Medal for their work on ‘Novel Analytical Methods of 
Temperature Interpretation in Horizontal Wells’, and Mark 
Brinsden, Principal Technical Expert and Team Lead Perforation 
Global Delivery, Shell, who was appointed as an SPE Distinguished 
Lecturer for 2013-14. 

ATCE will be held in New Orleans next year and will return to 
Europe in 2014, when Amsterdam hosts the conference.

continued from front page

This year’s SPEI Regional Awards went to:
SPE London: Thijs Kuiper – Regional Service Award; Alejandro Primera – Regional Young Member Outstanding Service Award; 
OPC – Regional Distinguished Corporate Support Award; Sami Haidar – Regional Technical Award for Completions Optimisation 
and Technology. 

SPE Aberdeen: Chris Nussbaum – Regional Service Award
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Delivering:
￭ Slickline & heavy duty fishing

￭ Coiled tubing & pumping

￭  Wireline tractor services

￭ Cased hole logging

￭ Subsea well intervention

￭  Process services

￭  Pipeline services

www.akersolutions.com

Visit Aker Solutions on 
stand 38 at AECC

www.akersolutions.com

Preferred partner

“The preferred partner that sets the standard 
and continually drives the industry forward”

SPE Aberdeen & ICoTA

Visit Aker Solutions on 
stand 38 at AECC

18th SPE ICoTA
European Well 
Intervention 
Conference

14th & 15th 
November 2012
Aberdeen, 
Scotland
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The SIM Retrievable Bridge Plug is part 
of an advanced range of Flow Control 
products conveyed by slickline for ultimate 
well integrity and production optimisation 
during well intervention. 
Simple. Safe. Assured.

Track record of reliability 
Successfully deployed in 
over 1,000 wells worldwide 

No limitations 
Can be set anywhere in 
the tubing string

Safe 
100% mechanically set, 
not affected by temperature 
or pressure

Supreme flexibility  
Interchangeable modular 
components, short  
stack-up height

Field redressable

Available to suit  
most tubing sizes 

peakwellsystems.com

Industry Leading 
Nippleless
Plug System

SIM
System

Visit us on stand 32
SPE ICoTA 18th European Well 
Intervention Conference 2012

November 14th – 15th, Aberdeen, UK

To view our
SIM animation
scan here

ABERDEEN

Mike Dyson, GM Well Engineering at BG Group, will launch this year’s 
two-day conference and exhibition with a keynote address highlighting 
the massive opportunity represented by hydrocarbons still in place in 
fields, and the need for operators, service companies and equipment 
suppliers to work more closely together to step up to the challenge 
– particularly in the use of new technology. A range of technical 
presentations from global oil and gas companies, including Shell, BP, 
GE Oil & Gas, Schlumberger, Halliburton, Statoil and Baker Hughes, will 
focus on the key themes of innovation in intervention, coiled tubing 
intervention and well intervention. A large exhibition will also showcase 
the latest technologies and solutions. 

“This conference has grown to become the premier forum for sharing well 
intervention experiences and knowledge,” says Conference Chairman 
Callum Munro, of BP. “Ensuring that oil and gas professionals continue to 
work together is key to the future of the industry and SPE and ICoTA 
continue to highlight the importance of this niche discipline.”

This year’s pre-conference course, on Tuesday 13 November, will focus 
on well intervention and artificial lift, and will be led by Cameron Laing, 
of Laing Engineering & Training Services.

NEW for the 2012 SPE ICoTA Well Intervention Conference: 
Download this free App on to your smart phone (Android or iPhone). 
You can check out the conference programme and exhibitors on the 
move, and use it for reference at the conference. Simply scan this 
QRcode with your phone, or search for SPE ICoTA in your App store.

For more information about the conference and exhibition, visit: 
www.spe-uk.org, or contact Event Organisers Rodger and Co, at: 
spe@rodgerandco.com, tel: 01224 495051.

SPE Aberdeen 4th European Well 
Abandonment Seminar 

18 April 2013, Aberdeen
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS – Deadline: 30 November 2012
For full details and to upload your abstract online, visit: 
www.rodgerandco.com.

SPE Aberdeen Another Perspective Seminar
‘Unleash the potential in your career – 
invest in your future’
Wednesday 6 March 2013
Opportunities for sponsorship and exhibition – please contact: 
alexandra.stacey@rodgerandco.com
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www.exprogroup.com

SafeWells 
– Expro’s well integrity solution

Date/Time:

Wednesday November 14, 2012, 
3.05pm – 3.35pm 

Location:

ICoTA Well Intervention Conference 
Stand 27 - AECC, Aberdeen
Please note that access to the ICoTA exhibition 
is free of charge between 2.00pm and 4.00pm

SafeWells is a software solution specifically developed by Expro as an effective 
well integrity data management system. It monitors and reports on well integrity 
perfomance and has been successfully deployed by major operators globally.

We would be delighted if you would join us on 
our stand at the SPE ICoTA Well Intervention 
Conference to celebrate the official launch of 
SafeWells and have the opportunity to speak 
directly to the team about this new product.
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LONDON

Introduction to E&P
22 November 2012

Programme 

09:15 Registration 
09:30 Piers Johnson, OPC: Introduction 
09:40 Michael Ala, Imperial College: Global Context 
10:20 James Cheeseman, Tullow Oil: Geology
11:10 Break 
11:25 Rob Leveridge, Schlumberger: Logging and Petrophysics 
11:55 Jim Ayton, OPC: Reservoir Engineering 
12:35 Lunch 
13:20 Lance Robinson, PetroCeltic: Drilling and Completions
14:10 Geof Boyd, Antium: Facilities and Production
14:40 Break 
15:40 Emily Spearman, DONG: Environment 
16:15 David Fishman, Fugro: Economics 
16:50 Wrap up, Feedback and Drinks 

          Kindly sponsored by 

Introduction to E&P
This seminar is aimed at people working in an E&P 
environment, who are new to the industry and/or would 
benefit from a basic understanding of exploration and 
production processes and the key elements that make up 
oil and gas projects. 

Attendees will see a series of presentations by industry and 
academic specialists covering the subsurface petroleum 
geoscience and engineering disciplines. Presentations 
will be at a basic level and attendees will develop a good 
overall view across all key upstream disciplines. 

SPE members are encouraged to invite support staff 
from their organisations as a means of raising their 
general awareness of the industry. The seminar is suitable 
for people in, for example, technical, financial, human 
resources and administration functions. 

Venue: Geological Society, Burlington House, 
Piccadilly, W1J 0BG
Price:  £245 (inc VAT) – SPE Members; 
 £285 (inc VAT) – Non Members 
 15% discount offered for parties of 5 or more. 
To buy tickets, please go to: www.katemcmillan.co.uk

London Section
Continuing Education

Tickets:
£220 member

£250 non-member
£35 student

Secure advance booking, please email katespe@aol.com Sponsored by
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           FORTHCOMING EVENTS
LONDON

•		 27 November (5-9pm) (Before dinner): ‘VOI: Value Of  
 Information (or Very Opaque Inferences?)’, Pete Naylor 
 (BG Group)
 (After dinner):  ‘In-situ combustion: a workflow from   
 lab experiment to detailed numerical simulation’, Franck  
 Monmont (Schlumberger Gould Research Centre) 
 VENUE: Geological Society, Piccadilly, London

•		 20-22 November: PETEX 2012
 VENUE: Earls Court 2, London

•		 22 November: Introduction to E&P Seminar
 VENUE: Geological Society, Piccadilly, London

 For details of all SPE London events, visit: 
 www.katemcmillan.co.uk and 
 www.spe-uk.org ‘London Events’. If you would like   
 to sponsor an SPE London event, please email 
 Mo_Mansoori@nexeninc.com

ABERDEEN

•		 28 November: ‘Elgin G4 gas leak’, Jean-Claude Choux  
 (TOTAL E&P UK) 
 VENUE: 6.30pm Douglas Hotel, Market Street, Aberdeen

•		 14-15 November: SPE ICoTA 18th European Well   
 Intervention Conference
 VENUE: Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre

•		 27-28 November: Unconventional Gas Aberdeen 2012
 VENUE: Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre
 www.unconventionalgasaberdeen.com

EDINBURGH

 •		 13 November: ‘Project Management’, Ian Bell (Adept   
  Knowledge Management)

 VENUE: Heriot-Watt University, Riccarton, Edinburgh.

 For details of all SPE Aberdeen and Edinburgh events,  
 please visit: www.spe-uk.org ‘Aberdeen Events’ or   
 contact Rodger and Co (see p12)

SPE CONSULTANTS LISTING
Peter Aird – MSc, CEng – deepwater/HPHT drilling supervision, well engineering, training/ coaching 
consultant	•	email:	kingdom_drilling@msn.com	•	www.kingdomdrilling.co.uk
David Aron	–	Development	studies,	negotiations,	evaluations,	expert	witness	•	tel:	020	8347	3498	
•	fax:	020	8347	3499	•	email:	davidaron@pdc.uk.com	•	Petroleum	Development	Consultants	Ltd,	Stanhope	
House,	4	–	8	Highgate	High	Street,	London	N6	5JL	•	www.pdc.uk.com
Alasdair Campbell – Completion design and technology specialist, well design studies, project management 
services	•	tel:	01358	720703	•	mob:	07981	381294	•	email:	ali@wellwizards.com	•	www.wellwizards.com	•	Unit	
10, Balmacassie Commercial Centre, Ellon, Aberdeenshire, AB41 8QR
Maurice Cotterill – CEng, FIMMM – exHPHT expertise, well design, advanced casing/tubing analysis, studies/
reviews	•	email:	maurice.cotterill@sede.co.uk	
Equad Ltd – petroleum economics, financial modelling, cost estimating and business planning 
•	tel:	+44	(0)7963	441076	•	email:	peter.wright@equad.com
Rick Hoskins – Cementing expert & expert witness (Macondo), solutions that prevent gas flow after 
cementing	•	tel:	01330	860772	•	mob:	07885	436671	•	email:	cementing@aol.com	•	Cementing	Specialists	Ltd,	
Craigshannoch Lodge, Midmar, Aberdeenshire AB51 7LX
Steinar S Johansen	–	Expert	reservoir	engineer	and	petroleum	economist	•	reservoir	studies	and	simulation,	
datarooms,	reserves	assessment,	field	development,	petroleum	economics	•	tel:	+47	97464427	
•	email:	schjohan@online.no
Kwabena Kwakwa	–	BSc,	MPhil	–	30yrs+	experienced	applied	geomechanics	specialist	•	wellbore	stability,	
sand	production,	depletion	effects,	fracturing	design,	etc	•	tel:	+44	(0)1932	560484	•	mob:	+44	(0)7989	383084	
•	email:	kkwakwa@energy-tech.co.uk
Merlin Extended Reach Drilling – Feasibility/design/training, equipment specification, risk & cost reduction; 
wellbore	stability	solutions;	Spitfire	flypasts!	•	tel:	01738	627922	•	email:	iain.hutchison@MerlinERD.com	
•	www.MerlinERD.com
Oleum Khaos Ltd	–	First	quartile	petrophysics,	30+	years	experience	•	field	studies,	well	planning,	peer	assist/
review,	project	management	•	tel:	+44	(0)7852	554496	•	email:	info@oleumkhaos.com	•	www.oleumkhaos.com
Hussain Rabia – Bsc, PhD – HPHT well design and verification, well engineering/advanced casing design, 
wellbore	stability,	studies/training	•	email:	info@entrac-petroleum.com	•	www.entrac-petroleum.com
Henry Smith – CEng – 25yrs experience. Cased hole log analysis and training, well test analysis, well design 
and	production	optimisation	•	tel:	+44	(0)7946	547059	•	email:	hsmith@hks-tech.com	•	www.hks-tech.com
Petrophase Ltd – Reservoir fluid studies, sampling/PVT programmes, PVT modelling, data QC, compositional 
gradients,	contaminants,	allocation,	training	•	tel:	+44	(0)7771	881182	•	email:	info@petrophase.com	
•	www.petrophase.com	•	Brian	Moffatt,	34	Oaklands	Drive,	Reading,	Berks,	RG41	2SB
Fabrice Toussaint – Petroleum & reservoir engineering solutions, well test analysis DFIT PITA DST CCT, WBS & 
rate	deconvolution	•	tel:	+44	(0)7861	770897	•	email:	contact@dinovapetroleum.com	
•	www.dinovapetroleum.com	•	Dinova	Petroleum	Ltd,	74	Lambton	Road,	London,	SW20	0LP
Haoran Zhang – BSc, MPhil, PhD – Over 28 years’ experience: prospect evaluation, M&A,  field development 
planning,	reservoir	engineering,	simulation,	reserves,	peer	reviews	•	tel:	+44(0)7827	089527	
•	email:	haoran@petengplus.com	or	info@petengplus.com	•	www.petengplus.com	•	PetEng	Plus	Limited,	
28 Evergreen Way, Wokingham, Berkshire RG41 4BX

To appear in this listing, please write to Allan Montgomery at M&M Media, 24 Cairnaquheen Gardens, 
Aberdeen, AB15 5HJ, with: your contact details • up to TEN words describing your services • advance payment 
by cheque for £10 inc VAT x the number of months you are booking a listing (cheque payable to M&M Media). 
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10th European Production & Development Conference 

Maximising Our Diverse Resources

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS 
Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre  – Wednesday 15th & Thursday 16th May 2013 
The DEVEX conference showcases subsurface and well technologies, case studies and best practices for oil
and gas industry professionals. 

Submissions are encouraged for maximising our diverse resources in development and production. 

Abstracts of no more than 250 words for oral presentations (20 minutes duration) and/or posters (AO sized,
841 x 1189 mm) are invited.  

There is no requirement to produce a post conference written paper.

With approval from the authors, the presentations will be made available on the DEVEX website.

Broad themes are suggested below but submissions on any field development or production topic are
welcome.

• Technological Innovations –
New technology that has been 
applied for field production and 
development.

• Marginal Fields and Satellites –
Innovations that make the difference.

• Novel Geological Solutions – From 
the creative geological model to 
production.

• HPHT – Challenges & solutions for 
geologists, drillers and engineers.

• Unconventional Resources – 
Solutions for developing and 
producing.

• Near-infrastructure exploration –
Integrating with development.

• Field Case Studies – Past
learning and future challenges.

• Worldwide Developments –
Lessons from around the world.

• Mature Fields – New methods
for reinvigorating old assets. 

• Maximising Well Productivity
– Theoretical & technological 
advancements.

• Cross Discipline Solutions – 
Examples of successful 
collaborations.

• Gas Storage – Solutions preparing 
for the future.

• Research & Development – The
latest industry and academic research.

Deadline for submission: Monday 21st January 2013

DEVEX 2013 is a joint AFES, PESGB, SPE, DECC conference

Submit Abstracts online : www.devex-conference.org
Any queries on submissions contact: 

Jacqueline Bergstrom - AECC
Bridge of Don, Aberdeen AB23 8BL

Tel: +44 (0) 1224 330 407    e-mail: devex@aecc.co.uk
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